
GOODS AND SERVICES POWERPOINT FOR FIRST GRADE

Results 1 - 24 of Browse goods and services powerpoint resources on Teachers Pay I used this with first grade but
would be good for kindergarten and.

Vocabulary: things that are grown or made services a job a person does to help others community the place
where people live and work together Extension Activities: Delivering the Goods - National Council on
Educational Economics. Give students 2 minutes to draw a picture of a job they could do to earn money on the
other side of the card. In the PowerPoint slide deck the following terms are reviewed: entrepreneur, goods, and
services. Tell students that today a familiar book character, Arthur, will set a goal and accomplish that goal by
starting a business. Download the document and read the instructions. Instead, a lesson is something someone
does for us. The shoebox should feature the name of the business as well as the goods or services the business
provides to consumers. It would give him an opportunity to show he was responsible and do something he
liked to do. Encourage students to explain their thoughts. Instruct them to write the title of a service provider
and draw the community helper providing a service to the community. Then tell the class that all of these
items have something in common. In this case, the service we buy is electricity and an electrician comes and
fixes our electricity. They are all grown or made. Now have the children turn and talk to each other to discuss
what goods or services the community helpers they made yesterday provide to people in their community. Set
up the digital projector, screen and computer. Instead, a lesson is something someone teaches us. Read the
store name. At Your Service talks about goods and services. Individual Activity Students will demonstrate
their understanding of entrepreneurship by completing the Open for Business individual activity. Then, you
will use the PowerPoint slide deck to review businesses that produce goods and provide services. Explain that
items that people can buy are called "goods" if those items were grown or made. This lesson can be introduced
through literature or with a technology component. Who delivers your mail? Then let each child choose at
least one community helper to draw on white construction paper using a pencil to sketch and either colored
pencils, or skinny and fat markers to fill in. Within the PowerPoint slide deck there are speaking notes to help
you. Give students thirty seconds to think about something they would really, really like to have. Share with
students that people work to earn money so they can buy things like they have drawn on their card. This
assessment requires colored construction paper. Post the chart begun on Day 1.


